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Degradation of the marine environment inevitably accompa-
nies the pursuit of offshore hydrocarbons. This Comment first ex-
amines the international legal regime which establishes both
jurisdictional rights of exploitation and the coastal States' obli-
gation to mitigate concomitant environmental harms. The writer
then focuses on a single coastal State, Norway, to study a domes-
tic response to the conflicting needs of offshore exploitation and
environmental protection.
Issues attending offshore petroleum exploitation confront the
world community as it progresses toward a new international law
of the sea.' Alternative energy sources must be developed,2 yet
1. By the end of the century, offshore oil could account for nearly half of the
annual world production of some seventy billion barrels. R. HALumAN, TowARDs
AN ENVIRoNmENTALLY SouND LAw OF THE SEA 3 (1974). Therefore, according to
one author,
the value of offshore petroleum and gas production will exceed that of
the world's fish catch to become the most important marine resource.
That being so, one of the problems which arises is to determine how the
different interests which States, and the international community as a
whole, have in the marine environment, are to be accommodated in a legal
order.
Hardy, Offshore Development and Marine Pollution, 1 OCEAN DEv. & INT'L L 239,
240 (1973). See generally, NATIONAL PETROLEUM CouuNc, LAW OF THE SEA (1973).
See Finlay & McKnight, Law of the Sea:t Its Impact on the International Energy
Crisis, 6 INT'L L. & POL'Y Bus. 639 (1974).
2. "It is estimated that by 1990 the free world will use as much as 100 million
barrels of oil ... per day .... Regardless of whose data are used or what as-
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during the transitional period oil-consuming nations pursue new
sources of hydrocarbons in offshore areas of national jurisdiction.3
Thus, the question of sovereignty over resources and activities on
the continental shelf acquires new dimensions. 4 Degradation of
the marine environment, which cuts through theoretical zones of
jurisdiction, inevitably accompanies exploitation.5 In response,
current international law supplements jurisdictional rights of ex-
ploitation by imposing upon States the obligation to preserve and
protect the marine environment. 6 Therefore, within the law of the
sea two opposing forces emerge: the need to exploit energy re-
sources and the need to protect the environment. The brunt of
the confrontation is borne by the affected littoral States.7 Part I of
this Comment examines the public international law relevant to
offshore petroleum exploitation and mitigation of concomitant en-
vironmental harms. Part II focuses on the "microlevel' of a single
coastal State, Norway, to study an exemplary legal and political
response to these conflicting goals.
INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Exploitation
The modern history of coastal State sovereignty over the conti-
nental shelf can be dated from the 1945 Truman Proclamation8
and the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf.9 The
sumptions are made ... [t] he supply of oil and gas cannot keep pace with pres-
ent and future rates of consumption." D. Ross, INTRODUCTION TO OCEANOGRAPHY 3
(2d ed. 1977). See B. COMMONER, THE PoLrrcs OF ENERGY (1979); Lovins, Energy
Strategy: The Road Not Taken, 55 FOREIGN AlT. 65 (1976).
3. Horigan, Orientation and Overview, in ROCKY MTN. MINERAL LAw FouIDA-
TION, OFFSHORE EXPLORATION, DRILLING AND DEVELOPiENT INSTITUTE 1-1, 1-3
(1975); Hardy, supra note 1, at 240.
4. See Finlay & McKnight, supra note 1, at 652-61.
5. See generally P. BALDWIN & M. BALDwIN, ONSHORE PLANNING FOR OFF-
SHORE OI.: LESSONS FROM SCOTLAND (1975); COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUAu-
TY, OCS OIL AND GAS-AN ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (1974); Hildreth, The
Coast Where Energy Meets the Environment, 13 SAN DIEGO L. REv. 253 (1976).
6. See notes 38-115 and accompanying text infra.
7. Accord, Hildreth, supra note 5, at 254.
8. Presidential Proclamation No. 2667, 3 C.F.R. 67 (1943-1948 Compilation), ex-
tended U.S. sovereignty over the natural resources of the continental shelf contig-
uous to its coast. The principle purpose of the proclamation was to protect U.S. oil
rights and to facilitate the development of offshore petroleum reserves. Presiden-
tial Proclamation No. 2667, 3 C.F.R. 67, 68 (1943-1948 Compilation). See Hollick,
U.S. Oceans Policy: The Truman Proclamations, 17 VA. J. INT'L L. 23, 23-29 (1976).
9. April 29, 1958, 15 U.S.T. 471, T.I.A.S. No. 5578, 499 U.N.T.S. 311 (inforce June
10, 1964). The Convention on the Continental Shelf was one of four conventions
which emerged from the 1958 Geneva Conference on the Law of the Sea. See gen-
erally Dean, The Geneva Conference on the Law of the Sea: What Was Accom-
plished, 52 AM. J. INT'L L. 607 (1958). The adoption of the Continental Shelf
Convention reflects the international community's acceptance of the view toward
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latter represents the international community's affirmative re-
sponse to the control over shelf resources asserted in the for-
mer.10 The Convention grants to the coastal State sovereign
rights "over the continental shelf... for the purpose of exploring
it and exploiting its natural resources."" In addition, the Conven-
tion defines the jurisdictional limits: the continental shelf ex-
tends to "a depth of 200 meters or, beyond that limit to where the
depth of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the
natural resources .... -12 Thus, two concepts were developed to
measure the continental shelf: a fixed isobath test and an amor-
phous exploitability test.
The currently revised Informal Composite Negotiating Text
(ICNT/R)13 of the Third United Nations Conference on the Law
of the Sea (UNCLOS ITI) delineates a standard which would re-
place both delimitation tests defined in the 1958 Convention. Arti-
cle 76 of the ICNT/R defines the continental shelf as the seabed
and subsoil extending "throughout the natural prolongation of
[the coastal State's] land territory to the outer edge of the conti-
nental margin, or to a distance of 200 nautical miles... where the
outer edge of the continental margin does not extend up to that
distance."14 Three aspects of the definition deserve note. First,
the fixed 200-mile limit which replaces the 200-meter isobath con-
ceptually conjoins with the 200-mile exclusive economic zone
(EEZ) in which the coastal State would possess exclusive juris-
diction over economic activities. 5 Second, the term "natural pro-
longation" characterizes the shelf as a seaward continuation of a
State's land territory. 6 But varied constructions of the term are
petroleum exploitation expressed in the Truman Proclamations. Hollick, supra
note 8, at 24.
10. Dean, supra note 9, at 619.
11. Convention on the Continental Shelf; supra note 9, art. 2.
12. Id. art. 1.
13. U.N. Doc. A./CONF.62/WP.l0/Rev. 1 (1979) [hereinafter cited as ICNT/R].
14. Id. art. 76.
15. See id. arts. 56-57; See generally Phillips, The Exclusive Economic Zone as
a Concept in International Law, 26 INT'L & COMP. L.Q. 585 (1977); Alexander &
Hodgson, The Impact of the Exclusive Economic Zone on the Law of the Sea, 12
SAN DIEGO L. REV. 569 (1975).
16. The negotiating text incorporates the language of the International Court
of Justice in the North Sea Continental Shelf Cases, [19691 LC.J. 3, which dealt
with delimitation of shelf boundaries between opposite and adjacent States. The
Court stated the "most fundamental" rule: "the rights of the coastal State in re-
spect of the area of continental shelf that constitutes a natural prolongation of its
possible,17 and work continues in UNCLOS BII to develop a more
politically acceptable formula.18 Third, where exactly the "outer
edge of the continental margin" lies continues to be debated;19
the negotiating text merely excludes the "deep ocean floor or the
subsoil thereof." 20
Delimitation of the shelf can determine the ownership of vast
quantities of oil.21 The 1958 Continental Shelf Convention pro-
vides'for demarcation "by agreement"; 22 in the absence of agree-
ment, unless special circumstances exist, Article 6 specifies the
boundary shall be determined by the median line or equi-distance
principles.23 Many States failed to ratify the Convention,24 how-
land territory... exist... by virtue of its sovereignty over the land ...." Id. at
23 (emphasis added).
17. As one author notes, if "natural prolongation" is interpreted "to include
the 'last grain of sand' of the continental rise, then vast portions of the seabed
could be subjected to national jurisdiction, leaving little of value to the interna-
tional community. . . . [TJhe Conference is struggling with several alternative
formulae to achieve a more precise delimitation ... ." Clingan, Legal Problems
Relating to the Extraction of Resources of the Deep Sea other than Manganese
Nodules, in LAW OF THE SEA: NEGLECTED ISSUES 69, 72 (1979).
18. Id. See also United Nations Dep't of Public Information, Press Release
SEA/375 (Aug. 24, 1979). It should be noted that resolution of this issue will affect
only the few States with continental shelves which extend beyond the 200-mile
limit.
19. For an excellent discussion of the issues involved in determining proper
political boundaries of the shelf margin, see Hedberg, Relation of Political Bound-
aries on the Ocean Floor to the Continental Margin, 17 VA. J. INT'L L 57 (1976).
20. ICNT/R, supra note 13, art. 76. The text also defines the "Area" as "the
sea-bed and ocean floor and subsoil thereof beyond the limits of national jurisdic-
tion." Id. art. 1 (emphasis added).
21. For example, in 1965 the governments of Norway and the United Kingdom
signed an agreement delimiting the shelf boundary between the two countries.
Agreement relating to Delimitation of the Continental Shelf, Mar. 10, 1965, Great
Britain-Norway, [1965] Gr. Brit. T.S. No. 71 (Cmd. 2757), 551 U.N.T.S. 213. In 1974,
what was to become the largest North Sea oil field, Statfjord, was discovered on
the Norwegian side of the common boundary. Subsequent drilling confirmed that
the field is a part of a single geological structure which extends into the United
Kingdom's territory. But fortuitously, the previous delimitation agreement places
89% of the reserves on the Norwegian side. ROYAL MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
(NORWAY), NORWEGIAN PETROLEUM ACTIVITIES 4 (1978). For a discussion of the
body of law governing the apportionment of such deposits, see Onorato, Appor-
tionment of an International Common Petroleum Deposit, 26 INT'L & Comp. L.Q.
324 (1977).
22. Convention on the Continental Shelf, supra note 9, art. 6.
23. Id. For adjacent States, "the boundary shall be determined by application
of the principle of equidistance from the nearest points of the baselines from
which the breadth of the territorial sea of each State is measured." Id. For oppo-
site States, "the boundary is the median line, every point of which is equidistant
from the nearest points of the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial
sea of each State is measured." Id.
24. The Convention received 43 signatures, only 24 of which have been fol-
lowed by ratifications. Gamble, Post World War II Multilateral Treaty-Making:
The Task of the Third United Nations Law of the Sea Conference in Perspective, 17
SAN DIEGO L. REV. -, -, (1980).
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ever, and in the North Sea Continental Shelf Cases the Interna-
tional Court of Justice refused to recognize the equidistance
principle as binding customary international law.25 Instead, the
Court endorsed natural prolongation as the appropriate standard
for determining an equitable solution.26 Finally, and most re-
cently, the ICNT/R provides that delimitation must "be effected
by agreement in accordance with equitable principles, employing,
where appropriate, the median or equidistance line . ".."27
Once the continental shelf is delimited, coastal State rights be-
come significant to petroleum exploitation. The ICNT/R restates
portions of the original Continental Shelf Convention and also
creates new rights under the EEZ provisions. For example, Arti-
cle 77 restates the purpose of sovereignty as exploration and ex-
ploitation of shelf resources. 28 The rights of exploitation are
exclusive; a coastal State's failure to exploit the resources does
not create residual rights in other sovereigns.29 Similarly, States
need not occupy nor expressly proclaim jurisdiction over the shelf
area; the rights are inherent.30
The ICNT/R vests in coastal States the exclusive right to au-
thorize and regulate drilling on the shelf for all purposes.31 All
States, however, are entitled to lay pipelines on the shelf, subject
to certain conditions the sovereign State may impose.32 In addi-
tion, through a significant cross-reference, 33 the ICNT/R grants
25. [1969] I.CJ. 3, 25-36.
26. Id. at 23.
27. ICNT/R, supra note 13, art. 83.
28. Id. art. 77.
29. Id.
30. Id.
31. Id. art. 81.
32. Once commercially recoverable petroleum deposits are discovered, deci-
sions are made regarding transportation of the hydrocarbons to onshore produc-
tion facilities. Pipelines are often utilized depending on the distance to shore and
the size of the reserves. See P. BALDWiN & M. BALDwin, supra note 5, at 95-104.
Article 79 of the ICNT/R states that the coastal State may not impede the laying
or the maintenance of cables or pipelines; however, the routes are subject to the
State's consent. Moreover, the coastal State retains power to impose conditions
on the pipelaying pursuant "to its right to take reasonable measures for the explo-
ration of the continental shelf; the exploitation of its natural resources and the
prevention, reduction and control of pollution from pipelines .... " ICNT/R,
supra note 13, art. 79.
33. Article 80 of the ICNT/R states: "Article 60 applies mutatis mutandis to
artificial islands, installations and structures on the continental shelf." ICNT/R,
supra note 13, art. 80. Article 60 grants to the coastal State "the exclusive right [in
the EEZJ to construct and to authorize and regulate the construction, operation
and use of: (a) Artificial islands; (b) Installations and structures for ... economic
coastal States the exclusive right to construct and to regulate the
construction and operation of installations and structures on the
continental shelf.3 4 The same provision creates exclusive jurisdic-
tion in coastal States over such installations, including jurisdic-
tion over health, safety, fiscal, customs, and immigration
matters.35 The cross-reference between the continental shelf pro-
vision (Article 80) and the EEZ provision (Article 60)36 suggests a
connection between the two "zones" of jurisdiction: sovereignty
over installations on the shelf derives from the coastal State's ple-
nary authority over all economic activities within the EEZ.
Environmental Protection
Human interest in the sea necessarily emanates from and re-
turns to the coastal area.37 Exploiting offshore petroleum is no
exception; coastal areas suffer from oil-related development and
marine pollution.3 8 The nature and the location of the harmful ef-
fects necessitate national response;39 however, several interna-
tional Conventions provide, along with the prospective provisions
of the ICNT/R, a framework for global and regional protection of
the marine environment.
The Geneva Conventions
The same Convention which established the right of a coastal
State to exploit shelf resources also provides for limited environ-
mental protection. The Convention on the Continental Shelf
proscribes "any unjustifiable interference with... fishing or the
conservation of the living resources of the sea ... . ,40 The sover-
eign State is entitled to establish safety zones around installa-
tions connected with exploitation, and the Convention obligates
the State to "undertake, in the safety zones, all appropriate meas-
ures for the protection of the living resources of the sea from
harmful agents." 41 In addition, the Convention on the High Seas
provides that every State must regulate and prevent oil pollution
purposes; (c) Installations and structures which may interfere with the exercise of
the rights of the coastal State in the zone." Id. art. 60.
34. Id. art. 80.
35. Id.
36. See note 33 supra.
37. Hardy, supra note 1, at 240; Neuman, Interactions and Conflicts in Coastal
Areas, in DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES OF COASTAL AREAS 445,
445 (1976).
38. See P. BALDWIN & M. BALDwn, supra note 5; Hildreth, supra note 5, at 256-
66; notes 135-38 and accompanying text infra.
39. Part II of this Comment examines the harmful effects and an exemplary
national response.
40. Convention on the Continental Shelf, supra note 9, art. 5.
41. Id.
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from ships, pipelines, exploration, and exploitation.42 However,
these articles fail to consider the environment adequately.43 The
protection of non-living resources is ignored. No provisions ad-
dress the harmful effects on human health nor on the air, water,
and soil of the marine environment. Nor were rights of aesthetics,
amenities, or public access considered. Subsequent conventions
fill some of these gaps.
The Stockholm Conference
The Conference on the Human Environment, held at Stockholm
in 1972, adopted a basic Declaration and a detailed action plan to
guide the world community in environmental protection.44
Neither the principles of the Declaration nor the recommenda-
tions of the action plan comprise binding law;45 nevertheless, the
Conference addressed issues relative to the marine environment
which had only been addressed minimally at an international
level. For example, Principle 2 recognizes the need for holistic
protection in its affirmation that "natural resources ... including
the air, water, land, flora and fauna and ... natural ecosystems
must be safeguarded .... "46 Particularly relevant is the resolu-
tion in Principle 7 that:
States shall take all possible steps to prevent pollution of the seas by sub-
stances that are liable to create hazards to human health, to harm living
resources and marine life, to damage amenities or to interfere with other
42. April 29, 1958, 13 U.S.T. 2312, T.I.A.S. No. 5200, 450 U.N.T.S. 82 (in force Sept.
30, 1962), art. 24.
43. Similar to the Truman Proclamations, these Conventions focus on protect-
ing sovereign rights and not environmental concerns.
44. United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, U.N. Doc. A/
CONF.48/14 and Corrigenda 1 (1972), reprinted in 11 INT'L LEGAL MATERIALS 1416
(1972). Subsequent to the United Nations Conference, Denmark, Finland, Norway,
and Sweden adopted the Nordic Convention on the Protection of the Environ-
ment, done at Stockholm Feb. 19, 1974 (in force Oct. 5, 1976), reprinted in 13 INT'L
LEGAL MATERmALs 591 (1974). The Convention directs each State to appoint a spe-
cial Supervisory Authority and Examining Authority for the purpose of safeguard-
ing against inter-State environmental harm. The Convention applies to all
environmentally harmful activities, including those on the continental shelf Id.
arts. 1, 13. See notes 218-23 and accompanying text infra.
45. The report of the Preparatory Committee for the Conference states: "[B]y
its very nature, the Declaration should not formulate legally binding provisions, in
particular as regards relations between States and individuals... " U.N. Doe. A/
CONF.48PC/9, para. 33 (1971). Similarly, the action plan is phrased in "recommen-
dations" and not "rules."
46. United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, U.N. Doc. A/
CONF.48/14 and Corrigenda 1 (1972), reprinted in 11 INT'L LEGAL MATERIMALS 1416,
1418 (1972).
legitimate uses of the sea.4 7
Thus, the Declaration more completely addresses the potential
environmental problems associated with offshore development
than did previous international efforts. In addition, it addresses
the issue of planning; Principle 14 states that planning is essential
to reconciliation of conflicts between the needs of development
and environment.48 Principle 13 advises States to adopt inte-
grated and coordinated resource management schemes which in-
corporate environmental factors.49 Finally, the Declaration
affirms not only the duty to avoid harming the environment of
other States or of areas beyond national jurisdiction (Principle
21),5o but also the need to develop international law regarding lia-
bility and compensation for such harm (Principle 22).51
The Stockholm action plan includes nine major Recommenda-
tions relating to preservation of the marine environment.52 The
Recommendations focus on research and monitoring efforts coor-
dinated at national and international levels. 53 However, Recom-
mendation 86 directs Governments to "[a]ccept and implement
available instruments on the control of the maritime sources of
marine pollution ... [and s]trengthen national controls over
land-based sources of marine pollution . . . ."54 The latter refer-
ence is particularly significant because land-based sources intro-
duce the most severe pollutants into the marine environment. 55
Finally, Recommendation 92 directs Governments to endorse col-
lectively as "guiding concepts" for UNCLOS I the principle that
the "marine environment and all the living organisms which it
supports are of vital importance to humanity, and all people have
an interest in assuring that this environment is so managed that
47. Id.
48. Id. at 1419.
49. Id.
50. Id. at 1420.
51. Id.
52. Id. at 1454-57.
53. Id. at 1454-56.
54. Id. at 1454.
55. It should... be noted at the outset that land-based sources of all
kinds (e.g., outflow from rivers and outfalls, industrial wastes, agricultural
run-off, air-borne pollutants such as vaporized hydrocarbons, and direct
sewage discharge) provide the largest amounts of pollutants to the marine
environment. In the specific case of petroleum, land-based sources are es-
timated to account for between 50 to 90 percent of the two to five million
metric tons of oil which enter the seas each year.
Hardy, Definition and Forms of Marine Pollution, in 3 NEW DIRECTONS IN TE LAW
OF THE SEA 73, 74 (1973) (emphasis added).
Moreover, oil pollution is not the most serious harm. One author notes that "on-
shore activities associated with offshore oil and gas development hold far greater
potential for long-term damage to the coastal environment than does the risk of
accidental oil pollution." Hildreth, supra note 5, at 261. See generally Hickey, Cus-
tom and Land-Based Pollution of the High Seas, 15 SAN DIEGo L. REv. 409 (1978).
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its quality and resources are not impaired. This applies especially
to coastal area resources." 56 Thus, the Stockholm Conference set
the stage for global protection of the marine environment.
The Oil Pollution Conventions
The 1954 Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea
by Oil, as amended, prohibited ships from discharging oil or oily
mixtures, unless specific mitigating conditions were satisfied.5 7
The Convention would therefore apply to ocean to shore shipping
of extracted hydrocarbons. However, the 1973 Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships will wholly supplant the previ-
ous Convention when it enters into force.58 The 1973 Convention
applies to all vessels 59 and all harmful discharges,60 but not to the
discharge of "harmful substances directly arising from the explo-
ration, exploitation and associated off-shore processing of sea-bed
mineral resources."61 Similarly, the 1969 Convention on Interven-
tion on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties vests
significant rights in coastal States to protect against oil pollution,
yet applies only to ships in waters beyond national jurisdiction. 62
Therefore, neither of these major oil pollution conventions di-
rectly relates to offshore exploitation. However, the 1969 Conven-
tion on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage focuses on the
damage, not the source, and therefore is significant to offshore ex-
56. United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, U.N. Doc. A/
CONF. 48/14 and Corrigenda 1 (1972), reprinted in 11 INT'L LEGAL MATERIALS 1416,
1418 (1972).
57. Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil, done May 12,
1954, 12 U.S.T. 2989, T.IA.S. 4900, 327 U.N.T.S. 3 (in force July 26, 1958), amended
April 11, 1962, 17 U.S.T. 1523, T.IJA.S. 6109, 600 U.N.T.S. 322 (in force May 13, 1967
(amendment to Article 14 in force June 28, 1967)), amended Oct. 21, 1969, 28 U.S.T.
1205, T.LA.S. 8505 (in force Jan. 20, 1978), amended Oct. 15, 1971, LM.C.O. Doc. A
VII/Res. 246 (Nov. 3, 1971).
58. Done Nov. 2, 1973, LM.C.O. Doc.MIP/CONF/WP.35, art. 9 reprinted in 12
INT'L LEGAL MATERALs 1319 (1973).
59. Article 2 defines "ship" as "a vessel of any type whatsoever operating in
the marine environment... ." Id. art. 2, 12 INr'L LEGAL MATERIALS at 1320.
60. Article 1 binds parties to "prevent the pollution of the marine environment
by the discharge of harmful substances. . . ." Id. (emphasis added). Article 2 de-
fines "harmful substance" as "any substance which, if introduced into the sea, is
liable to create hazards to human health, to harm living resources and marine life,
to damage amenities or to interfere with other legitimate uses of the sea ......
Id.
61. Id.
62. Done Nov. 29, 1969, 26 U.S.T. 765, T.LA.S. 8068 (in force May 6, 1975), re-
printed in 9 INT'L LEGAL MATERIALS 25 (1970).
ploitation.63 The Convention imposes strict liability with specified
exceptions, on the shipowner for "pollution damage caused on the
territory including the territorial sea of a Contracting State
.... "64 Article 5 limits liability to 2,000 francs per ton and sets a
maximum limit of 210 million francs. 65 However, a supplementary
Convention creates an International Fund to compensate damage
beyond the liability limits and to provide financial relief to the
shipowner.66 Thus, equitable compensation, not deterrence,
seems to be the goal.
Regional Agreements
Five regional treaties add to international control of marine pol-
lution from oil-related development: the Helsinki Convention,6 7
the Barcelona Convention,68 the Bonn Agreement,69 the London
Convention,7 0 and the Paris Convention.7 1 In the Helsinki Con-
vention the Baltic Sea States "place under a single umbrella pro-
visions covering both ocean-based and land-based pollution."72
The parties agree to take all appropriate measures to prevent and
abate pollution and to protect the Baltic Sea environment. 73 The
Convention divides pollutants into "hazardous substances" and
"noxious substances";74 the parties agree to counteract introduc-
63. Done Nov. 29, 1969 [1975] U.K.T.S. 106 (in force June 19, 1975), reprinted in
9 INT'L LEGAL MATErmLs 45 (1970).
64. Id. art. 2.
65. Id. art. 5.
66. Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensa-
tion for Oil Pollution Damage, done Dec. 18, 1971, reprinted in 11 INr'L LEGAL
MATERALS 284 (1972).
67. Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea
Area, done Mar. 22, 1974, reprinted in 13 INIr'L LEGAL MATERLJS 544 (1974).
68. Convention for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea Against Pollution,
done Feb. 16, 1976, reprinted in 15 INLW LEGAL MATEmRALs 285, 290 (1976).
69. Agreement for Cooperation in Dealing with Pollution of the North Sea by
Oil, done June 9, 1969, [1969] U.K.T.S. No. 78 (Cmnd. 4205), 704 U.N.T.S. 3 (in force
Aug. 9, 1969).
70. Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage Resulting from Ex-
ploration for and Exploitation of Seabed Mineral Resources, done May 1, 1977, re-
printed in 16 INT'L LEGAL MATERIaLs 1451 (1977).
71. Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution from Land-Based
Sources, done Feb. 21, 1974, reprinted in 13 INT'L LEGAL MATERLUS 352 (1974).
72. Hickey, supra note 55, at 450.
73. Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea
Area, supra note 67, art. 3.
74. Annex I lists as "hazardous": (1) DDT and its derivatives DDE and DDD;
and (2) polychlorinated byphenyls. Annex II lists as "noxious":
1. Mercury, cadmium, and their compounds.
2. Antimony, arsenic, beryllium, chromium, copper, lead, molybdenum,
nickel, selenium, tin, vanadium, zinc, and their compounds, as well as
elemental phosphorus.
3. Phenols and their derivatives.
4. Phthalic acid and its derivatives.
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tion into the marine environment of the former and to strictly
limit pollution by the latter.75 Similarly, in the Barcelona Conven-
tion, the Mediterranean Sea States structure an attack against
both ocean-based and land-based pollution.7 6 The parties agree to
"prevent, abate and combat pollution of the Mediterranean Sea
Area caused by discharges from ships... ,77 exploration and ex-
ploitation of the continental shelf. , 8 [and] discharges from
rivers, coastal establishments or outfalls, or... other land-based
sources . . . 79
The Bonn Agreement applies only to oil pollution.0 In the
Agreement the North Sea States structure a program which fo-
cuses on exchange of information, observation and assessment of
5. Cyanides.
6. Persistent halogenated hydrocarbons.
7. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and their derivatives.
8. Persistent toxic organosilicic compounds.
9. Persistent pesticides, including organophosphoric and organostannic
pesticides, herbicides, slimicides and chemicals used for the preser-
vation of wood, timber, wood pulp, cellulose, paper, hides and textiles,
not covered by the provisions of Annex I of the present Convention.
10. Radioactive materials.
11. Acids, alkalis and surface active agents in high concentrations or big
quantities.
12. Oil and wastes of petrochemical and other industries containing lipid-
soluble substances.
13. Substances having adverse effects on the taste and/or smell of prod-
ucts for human consumption from the sea, or effects on taste, smell,
colour, transparency or other characteristics of the water seriously re-
ducing its amenity values.
14. Materials and substances which may float, remain in suspension or
sink, and which may seriously interfere with any legitimate use of the
sea.
15. Lignin substances contained in industrial waste waters.
16. The chelators EDTA (ethylenedinitrilote traacetic acid or
ethylenediaminetetra acetic acid) and DTPA (diethylenetriamin-
opentaacetic acid).
75. Id. arts. 5-6.
76. Convention for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea Against Pollution,
note 68 supra.
77. Id. art. 6.
78. Id. art. 7.
79. Id. art. 8.
80. Agreement for Cooperation in Dealing with Pollution of the North Sea by
Oil, note 69 supra. Subsequent to the Agreement, Norway, Denmark, Finland, and
Sweden adopted the Agreement Concerning Cooperation in Taking Measures
Against Pollution of the Sea by Oil, done Sept. 16, 1971, (in force Oct. 16, 1971),
reprinted in 2 NEW DIRECnONS IN THE LAW OF THE SEA 637 (1973). The latter
Agreement recapitulates many of the obligations delineated in the former. In ad-
dition, the latter Agreement provides for stockpiling equipment and anti-oil mater-
ials. Id. art. 4. See note 188-93 and accompanying text infra.
pollution incidents, and communication to the parties of dam-
age.81 The Agreement divides the North Sea into zones of respon-
sibility which each State must monitor.8 2 Yet the Agreement
addresses neither prevention of nor liability for pollution. In the
London Convention the North Sea States address the specific
question of liability for pollution damage from offshore petroleum
installations.8 3 The Convention recognizes in the preamble "the
dangers of oil pollution posed by the exploration for, and exploita-
tion of certain seabed mineral resources, . . . [and] the need to
ensure that adequate compensation is available .... "8 4 Article 3
imposes strict liability on the operator of the installation,85 and
waives defenses based on sovereign immunity.86 However, Arti-
cle 6 limits the potential liability, unless it is proved the operator
deliberately caused the pollution damage, 87 and Article 8 requires
that the operator maintain insurance to cover the potential liabil-
ity. 88
In the Paris Convention the North Sea States join several west-
ern European nations to address the problem of land-based pollu-
tion in the North East Atlantic.89 In Article 1 the parties agree to
"take all possible steps to prevent pollution of the sea,. . . [and]
adopt individually and jointly measures to combat marine pollu-
tion from land-based sources . . . ."9o Pollution from land-based
sources is defined to include pollutants from watercourses, from
the coast, and from man-made structures under the jurisdiction of
81. Agreement for Cooperation in Dealing with Pollution of the North Sea by
Oil, supra note 69, arts. 4-6.
82. Id. art. 6.
83. Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage Resulting from Ex-
ploration for and Exploitation of Seabed Mineral Resources, note 70 supra. The
Convention is not limited to oil rigs; the term "installation" includes all offshore
facilities, abandoned or operative, fixed or mobile, used for exploring, producing,
or regaining control of the flow of crude oil, gas, or natural gas liquids. Id. art. 1.
84. Id. Preamble.
85. Id. art. 3.
86. Id. art. 13.
87. Id. art. 6. The operator's liability is limited to 30 million Special Drawing
Rights as defined by the International Monetary Fund. Id.
88. Id. art. 8.
89. Convention for the prevention of Marine Pollution from Land-Based
sources, note 71 supra. Article 2 limits the convention to the Arctic Ocean, the
North Sea north of 360 north latitude and between 420 west longitude and 510 east
longitude (excluding the Baltic and Mediterranean Seas), and the Atlantic Ocean
north of 590 north latitude and between 440 west latitude and 420 west longitude.
Id. art. 2.
90. Id. art. 1. "Pollution of the sea" is defined as "the introduction by man, di-
rectly or indirectly, of substances or energy into the marine environment (includ-
ing estuaries) resulting in such deleterious effects as hazards to human health,
harm to living resources and to marine eco-systems, damage to amenities or inter-
ference with other legitimate uses of the sea." Id.
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the coastal State.91 The Convention classifies specific pollutants
according to persistence, toxicity, and tendency to bio-accumu-
late.92 The parties agree in Article 4 to "eliminate" the most se-
vere pollutants and "limit strictly" pollution from the less harmful
agents.93 The Convention provides for the establishment of a
monitoring system to assess both existing pollution levels and the
effectiveness of reduction techniques.94 Emphasis is placed on in-
ter-State cooperation in developing complementary pollution pro-
grams and in preventing and mitigating the consequences of
pollution incidents. 95
UNCLOS I
Part XII of the ICNT/R sets forth a comprehensive regime for
protection of the marine environment.9 6 States have ultimate dis-
cretion to exploit their natural resources; yet simultaneously they
"have the obligation to protect and preserve the marine environ-
ment."97 States must take all necessary measures, using the best
practicable means to prevent, reduce, and control pollution.98
Part XII addresses mitigatory measures, 99 international coopera-
tion, 0 0 scientific assistance for developing nations,' 0 monitoring
and assessment techniques,102 and methods of enforcement and
liability. 03 Further, Part XII applies to all sources of pollution in
the marine environment, including: (1) the release of harmful
substances from land-based sources, the atmosphere, and dump-
ing; (2) pollution from vessels; (3) pollution from installations
used in exploring and exploiting natural resources of the seabed
and subsoil; and (4) pollution from other devices in the marine
environment. 0 4 Moreover, Article 194 includes within the meas-
ures to be taken "those necessary to protect and preserve rare or
91. Id. art. 3.
92. Id. Annex A.
93. Id. art. 4.
94. Id. art. 11.
95. Id. arts. 10, 13.
96. ICNT/R, supra note 13, arts. 193-237.
97. Id. arts. 192-93.
98. Id. art. 194.
99. Id. arts. 194-96.
100. Id. arts. 197-201.
101. Id. arts. 202-03.
102. Id. arts. 204-06.
103. Id. arts. 213-22, 235.
104. Id. art. 194.
fragile eco-systems as well as the habitat of depleted, threatened,
or endangered species and other marine life."105
Articles 197 through 201 of the ICNT/R create a basis for global
and regional cooperation. 0 6 States must cooperate in formulating
international rules and standards and recommended practices
and procedures for marine environmental protection.lO7 In addi-
tion, they must notify other States in imminent danger of pollu-
tion damage as well as the competent international organizations,
and all States in the affected area must cooperate in eliminating
the harmful effects. 08 States must develop and promote joint
contingency plans to respond to pollution incidents. 0 9 Finally,
they must cooperate in research efforts to assess the nature, path-
ways, and risks of pollution as well as its remedies." 0
The ICNT/R also directs States toward international rules and
national legislation for pollution control."' Article 207 requires
States to establish national laws and regulations to prevent land-
based pollution, especially the release of toxic, noxious, and per-
sistent substances." 2 Article 208 similarly provides for pollution
from seabed activities and from artificial islands, installations,
and structures within coastal State jurisdiction." 3 For both sea-
bed and land-based pollution, the ICNT/R encourages regional
harmonization of policies." 4 Article 211 provides for international
standards for control of pollution from vessels and promotes rout-
ing systems designed to minimize the risk of accidents." 5
THE NORWEGIAN RESPONSE
Because of the inherent limitations of international law, each
State must develop national regulations concerning offshore ex-
ploitation and environmental protection. Norway's legislation will
be examined to demonstrate an exemplary response to problems
posed by vast offshore petroleum reserves.
Exploitation
In 1963 Norway claimed sovereign rights over the seabed and
105. Id.
106. Id. arts. 197-201.
107. Id. art. 197.
108. Id. art 198-99.
109. Id. art. 199.
110. Id. art. 200.
111. Id. arts. 207-12.
112. Id. art. 207.
113. Id. art. 208.
114. Id. arts. 207-08.
115. Id. art. 211.
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subsoil contiguous to its coast "in respect of the exploitation of
and exploration for natural deposits .. ,"116 Norway's sovereign
rights extend "to such extent as the depth of the sea permits utili-
zation of natural deposits, irrespective of any other territorial lim-
its at sea, but not beyond the median line in relation to other
states."" 7 Thus, although Norway did not ratify the Geneva Con-
vention on the Continental Shelf until 1971,118 the 1963 declaration
adopts the Convention's exploitability criterion and median line
principle." 9 The Submarine Natural Resources Act of 1963 vests
in the State the right to submarine natural resources and the
power to license exploration and exploitation by domestic and
foreign concerns. 20 Subsequent regulations establish three types
of offshore licenses.121 The reconnaissance license allows explo-
ration but conveys "no exclusive right to the licensee."' 22 The
production license provides the "exclusive right to exploration for
and exploitation of petroleum in specific areas."' 23 The construc-
tion license permits installation of facilities for storage, liquifica-
tion, electricity, and hydrocarbon transortation.124
Norway's declaration of sovereignty over its shelf has resulted
in three delimitation problems. First, in the North Sea, Norway's
claim potentially conflicted with offshore territory of the opposite
and adjacent States: the United Kingdom, Sweden, and Denmark.
The conflicts were resolved through bilateral agreements which
delimit the shelf according to the equidistance principle. 2 5 Sec-
ond, in the North Atlantic and Arctic Oceans and the Barents
116. Royal Decree of 31 May 1963, reprinted and translated in ROYAL MINISTRY
OF INDUSTRY AND HANDICRAFT (Norway), LEGISLATION CONCERNING THE NORWE-
GIAN CONTINENTAL SHELF 9 (5th ed. 1977).
117. Id.
118. 2 NEW DIRECTIONS IN LAW OF THE SEA 805 (1973).
119. See notes 9-12 and accompanying text supra.
120. Law No. 12 of 21 June 1963 Relating to Exploration for and Exploitation of
Submarine Natural Resources § 2, reprinted and translated in ROYAL MINISTRY OF
INDUSTRY AND HANDICRAFT, supra note 116, at 11.
121. Royal Decree of 8 December 1972 Relating to Exploration for and Exploita-
tion of Petroleum in the Seabed and Substrata of the Norwegian Continental Shelf
§§ 3-37, reprinted and translated in ROYAL MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY AND HANDICRAFT,
supra note 116, at 35-67.
122. Id. at § 3.
123. Id.
124. Id.
125. Agreement Relating to Delimitation of the Continental Shelf, Mar. 10, 1965,
Great Britain - Norway, [19651 Gr. Brit. T.S. No. 71 (Cmd. 2757), 551 U.N.T.S. 213;
Agreement Relating to Delimitation of the Continental Shelf, Dec. 8, 1965, Den-
mark - Norway, 634 U.N.T.S. 71; Agreement on the Delimitation of the Continental
Sea,126 boundaries have yet to be drawn with the United King-
dom, Denmark, Iceland, and the Soviet Union. In addition, com-
plex issues surround delimitation with respect to the Jan Mayen
island, the Svalbard archipelago, and the Barents Sea.127 Third,
in the areas not in conflict with other national claims, Norway's
adoption of the exploitability criterion presents the usual problem
of uncertainty; as Norway's technology advances, increasing por-
tions of the seabed will become subject to national and not inter-
national control.
Norway's Economic Zone Act of 1976 established a 200-mile eco-
nomic zone in the seas adjacent to Norway's coast.' 28 With re-
spect to opposite and adjacent states, the Act incorporates the
median line principle.129 The primary focus of the Act is protec-
tion of national fisheries. However, Article 7 also asserts Nor-
way's right to issue regulations concerning environmental
protection, scientific research, and "the exploration and exploita-
tion of the economic zone for other economic purposes, including
Shelf, July 24, 1968, Sweden - Norway, [1969] Overenskemster med Fremmede
Stater No. 324.
Subsequent to the Agreements, two major commercial petroleum deposits have
been discovered to straddle the Norway - United Kingdom offshore boundary. The
Frigg gas field lies approximately 61% on the Norwegian side, giving Norway ac-
cess to about 120 billion cubic meters of gas. BERGEN BANK, PETROLEUM AcTVI-
TIES IN NORWAY 10 (1978). The Statfjord oil field lies approximately 89% on the
Norwegian side, giving Norway estimated reserves of 295 million metric tons of oil
and 60 billion cubic meters of gas. Id. at 11. Of lesser significance, the Murchison
oil field lies about 20% on the Norwegian side with total estimated reserves of 360
million barrels of oil. Id. at 13.
126. Eighty percent of Norway's 700,000 square kilometer shelf lies in the areas
north of the North Sea. BERGEN BANic, supra note 125, at 23.
127. The Svalbard archipelago lies about 355 miles north of Norway with a total
land area of approximately 20% of the mainland. The Svalbard Treaty of 1920 rec-
ognizes Norway's sovereignty over the previously nullus terrae archipelago; how-
ever, the Treaty provides for equal access by the parties to the natural resources
in the territorial waters around the islands. Currently, disputes exist whether the
Treaty also applies to the continental shelf. ROYAL MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
supra note 21, at 14. Jan Mayen, a small island in the Arctic Ocean, has been
under Norwegian possession since 1929. But recently Iceland has confronted Nor-
way's continental shelf claim by claiming sovereign rights over the economic zone
around the island. Norway and Iceland are negotiating agreements concerning
rights to the zone's resources. Reykjavik Morganbladid, Dec. 23, 1978, at 25, trans-
lated in U.S. JOINT PUBUCATIONs RESEARCH SERVICE 90 (1979). Finally, Norway
and the Soviet Union are negotiating demarcation of the shelf in the Barents Sea.
Norway's continental shelf claim would place Norwegian petroleum operations
near Russian nuclear missile submarine routes to the Atlantic Ocean. Both par-
ties ratified the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf, note 9 supra, and
Russia asserts that the "special circumstances" exception in Article 6 should pre-
vail over the median line principle. See text accompanying note 24 supra; ROYAL
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAis, supra note 21, at 13-14.
128. Law No. 91 of 17 December 1976 Relating to the Economic Zone of Norway,
art. 1, translated in 5 NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE LAw OF THE SEA 337 (1977).
129. Id.
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the production of energy."'3 0 Thus, Norway asserts extensive na-
tional control over resources and activities associated with its
continental shelf.
Norway's governmental structure relating to regulation and
management of exploitation is divided between the Ministry of
Petroleum and Energy and the Petroleum Directorate. In addi-
tion, Statoil, the state-owned oil company, contributes to govern-
ment control by negotiating and managing government
participation in each production license.'13 The Ministry of Petro-
leum and Energy is the lead agency responsible for offshore oil
and gas activity. The Ministry formulates national policy,
prepares legislation and regulations, determines concession areas,
grants production and landing licenses, and coordinates agencies
connected with petroleum. 3 2 The Petroleum Directorate is the
regulatory agency responsible for planning and supervising conti-
nental shelf operations. 3 3 Three departments execute the Direc-
torate's functions: the legal and economic department awards
reconnaissance licenses; the inspection and control department
supervises offshore safety; and the planning department carries
out long-term geological and technological analyses. 3 4 Thus,
through Statoil, the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, and the
Petroleum Directorate, the government controls both operational
and administrative aspects of exploitation.
130. Id. art. 7.
131. All shares in Statoil are owned by the Norwegian State; political control is
exercised by the Storting and the Minister of Petroleum and Energy. Statoil's ma-
jor responsibility is to fulfill government participation agreements: upon issuance
of a production license the government secures an option to participate with the
licensee(s) in the offshore operations. Presently, the government interest reaches
upward of 50%, and Statoil participates in operational decisions from the time the
license is awarded whether or not the State exercises its option. Thus, the State
avoids capital risks during exploration while maintaining direct input into offshore
decisions. In addition, Statoil has taken full operator responsibility in some cases
and participates fully in transportation, refining, and marketing of extracted hy-
drocarbons. See Ministry of Industry (Norway), Report No. 30 to the Norwegian
Storting (1973-74): Operations on the Norwegian Continental Shelf 35-43, Parlia-
mentary Proposition No. 72 (1977-78) 7.
132. ROYAL MInmTRY OF FOREIGN AFrAIRs, 'upra note 21, at 3; BERGEN BANK,
supra note 125, at 22.
133. ROYAL MINSTRY OF FOREIGN AFA'is, supra note 21, at 3.
134. Ministry of Industry (Norway), Report No. 30 to the Norwegian Storting
(1973-74): Operations on the Norwegian Continental Shelf 23-24.
Environmental Protection
Petroleum exploitation poses harm to the Norwegian marine
environment through both offshore and land-based operations.
The North Sea's severe climatic conditions and constricted ship-
ping areas increase the risk of serious oil spills from offshore op-
erations. 3 5 Drilling muds, waste materials, and effluents
containing hydrocarbons discharged from offshore platforms and
vessels produce further pollution.13 6 However, land-based opera-
tions such as service bases, marine terminals, storage facilities,
gas processing plants, platform fabrication yards, refineries, and
petrochemical plants produce greater environmental harms than
the offshore activity. 3 7 Environmental degradation from land-
based operations cannot be contained onshore; sewage disposal,
oil spills, industrial wastes, thermal discharges, and air pollutants
have deleterious effects on the marine environment.138
135. THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE, 94TH CON-
GRESS, 2D SESS., NORTH SEA PETROLEUM OPERATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM AND
NORWAY 30 (Comm. Print 1976). Oil pollution results from blow-outs, tanker mis-
haps, pipeline discharges, and daily spillage from production and storage facilities.
Id. To date, one major blow-out has occurred on Norway's shelf. In April 1977, a
well in the Ekofisk field blew and remained out of control for seven and one-half
days. An estimated 18,000 tons of oil escaped into the sea. 4 ENVT'L POL'Y & L. 28
(1978).
Oil pollution can damage the marine ecosystem by exposing marine life to muta-
tive or lethal concentrations of oil. Ministry of Industry and Crafts (Norway), Re-
port No. 91 to the Norwegian Storting (1975-76): Petroleum Exploitation North of
620 N at 123-26 app. In addition, oil pollution has been the main cause of declines
in seabird populations attached to the Norwegian coasts. Id. at 127-28 app. Fur-
ther, oil can damage Norway's coastal habitats which support the spawning of the
types of fish most important to North Atlantic fisheries. Royal Norwegian Ministry
of Finance, Parliamentary Report No. 25 (1973-74): Petroleum Industry in Norwe-
gian Society at 30 app.
136. Ministry of Industry and Crafts, supra note 135, at 59.
137. Hildreth, supra note 5, at 261. Degradation of coastal waters results from
the increase in industrial discharges, sewage, and harbor activity that attends oil-
related operations. NEw YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVA-
TION, NEW YORK STATE AND OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF DEVELOPMENT - AN AS-
SESSMENT OF IMPACTS 91 (1977). In addition, refinery discharges cause thermal
pollution in the receiving waters. Royal Norwegian Ministry of Finance, upra
note 135, at 34 app. Air quality in the marine environment is severely degraded by
refineries emitting sulfur and nitrogen oxides, potentially carcinogenic hydrocar-
bons, and particulate matter. 2 COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, OCS OIL
AND GAS-AN ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (1974). Petrochemical plants also im-
pose severe air quality problems stemming from the disposal of ethylene and ni-
trogen gases. Royal Norwegian Ministry of Finance, supra note 135, at 34 app.
Finally, the actual siting of oil-related facilities can destroy habitats critical to
marine life, e.g., when construction occurs in wetlands. Hildreth, supra note 5, at
260.
138. Hickey, supra note 57, at 412.
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Oil Pollution
Chapter 23 of the Norwegian Maritime Act,139 implementing the
1969 Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage' 40 and
the supplementary Fund Convention,141 holds a shipowner
strictly liable for oil pollution damage. 42 Liability is limited ac-
cording to the ship's tonnage, and liability for a single incident is
limited to ninety-five million kroner ($5.7 million).143 However,
the Maritime Act supplements the limited liability by incorporat-
ing the Fund Convention'" and establishing an independent fund
through which damage may be compensated.145 In two instances
the Maritime Act provides more stringent protection than the
Convention on Civil Liability. First, while the Convention applies
only to ships carrying "oil in bulk as cargo"'146 the Act applies to
any mobile vessel which causes oil pollution.147 Second, unlike
the Convention,148 the Maritime Act includes warships and non-
commercial government ships within the liability scheme. 49
Norwegian case law also provides remedies for oil pollution
damage. Since 1874, Norwegian courts have imposed strict liabil-
139. Act of 20 July 1893 Relating to the Maritime at ch. 12. For a discussion of
the Act, see Levandowski, Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage on the Norwe-
gian Continental Shelf, 5 OCEAN DEV. & INT'L L. 397, 400-01 (1978).
140. Done Nov. 29, 1969, reprinted in 9 INT'L LEGAL MATEIALS 45 (1970). See
text accompanying notes 64-66 supra.
141. Convention on the Establishment of an Intemational Fund for Compensa-
tion for Oil Pollution Damage, note 66 supra.
142. Act of 20 July 1893 Relating to the Maritime at § 267; Levandowski, supra
note 139, at 400.
143. Ministry of Environment (Norway), Parliamentary Bill No. 182 (1975-76):
Extraordinary Appropriations for Reinforcement of the Oil Pollution Contingency
Planning at 14. The limitation of liability applies only to ships registered in States
which have ratified the Convention on Civil Liability and the Fund Convention.
Act of 20 July 1893 Relating to the Maritime at § 282; Levandowski, supra note 139,
at 401.
144. Act of 20 July 1893 Relating to the Maritime at § 277; Levandowski, supra
note 139, at 400-01.
145. Act of 20 July 1893 Relating to the Maritime at §§ 271-272; Levandowski,
supra note 139, at 401.
146. Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, supra note 70, at
art. 1.
147. Act of 20 July 1893 Relating to the Maritime at § 282; Levandowski, supra
note 139, at 401.
148. Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, supra note 70, at
art. 11.
149. Act of 20 July 1893 Relating to the Maritime at §§ 282-283; Levandowski,
supra note 139, at 401.
ity for harm caused by inherently dangerous activities.150 The
doctrine of "objective enterprise liability" applies to enterprises
engaging in activities which expose the community to excessive
foreseeable risk of harm. The enterprise must bear responsibility
for damage resulting from the activity.151 Courts have not formu-
lated precise rules, but rather balance policy and practical consid-
erations in each case.152 Although no decision has addressed the
issue of whether the doctrine applies to offshore operations, com-
mentators agree that the licensee would probably be held liable
for pollution damage which stems from the extraordinary risks
associated with offshore drilling, e.g., blow-outs, collisions, leak-
age, and structural failure.153 In addition, the regulations issued
pursuant to the Submarine Natural Resources Act'54 provide: "If
damage or inconvenience is caused, the Norwegian law of torts
shall be applicable. The tortfeasor as well as his employer and
the licensee shall be jointly and severally liable for any claim for
compensation."155 Thus, the licensee would be liable not only for
harms caused by those under his direct control, but also for negli-
gent acts of independent contractors.15 6
Two bodies of law address control of oil pollution in Norwegian
waters: The Oil Pollution Prevention Act of 1970 (OPPA)197 and
the Safety Regulations158 issued pursuant to the Submarine Natu-
150. The development of modern rules on strict liability started in Norwe-
gian law with a Supreme Court decision of 1874, where a steamship com-
pany was held responsible for damage occurring on the shore of a river as
a consequence of waves caused by the steamship. In a number of subse-
quent decisions Norwegian courts have imposed strict liability in various
situations, such as for water damage caused by bursting pipes, damage
caused by dynamite explosions, the falling of cornices from buildings,
high-tension power lines, etc.
Kruse, The Scandinavian Law of Torts: Theory and Practice in the Twentieth Cen.
tury, 18 AM. J. Comp. L. 58, 64 (1970).
151. Levandowski, supra note 139, at 407.
152. Id.
153. Id. at 408; BERGEN BANK, supra note 125, at 33.
154. Act No. 12 of 21 June 1963 Relating to Exploration for and Exploitation of
Submarine Natural Resources, note 120 supra.
155. Royal Decree of 8 December 1972 Relating to Exploration for and Exploita-
tion of Petroleum in the Seabed and Substrata of the Norwegian Continental
Shelf, supra note 121, at § 51.
156. BERGEN BANK, supra note 125, at 33.
157. Act No. 6 of 6 March 1970 on Protection Against Damage due to Oil. For a
discussion of the Act, see Ministry of Environment, supra note 143, at 16-23; 20
INT'L & Comp. L.Q. 564, 577-78 (1971).
158. Two separate sets of Safety Regulations were issued: (1) Royal Decree of
3 October 1975 Relating to Safe Practices in Exploration and Drilling for Subma-
rine Petroleum Resources [hereinafter cited as Drilling Safety Regulations] and
(2) Royal Decree of 9 July 1976 Relating to Safe Practice for the Production of
Submarine Petroleum Resources [hereinafter cited as Production Safety Regula-
tions], reprinted and translated in RoYAL MINsTRY OF INDUSTRY AND HANDICRAFr,
supra note 116, at 99-163, 189-261.
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ral Resources Act. Administrative responsibility rests in the Min-
istry of Environment.159 The purpose of the OPPA is to prevent
damage from oil pollution emanating from both land and sea
sources.160 Section 2 provides for the regulation of oil discharges
into the marine environment from land-based operations, domes-
tic and foreign ships, and offshore installations.16' The OPPA es-
tablishes a three-tier hierarchy for oil pollution contingencies.
First, at the national level, the Council for Oil Pollution Preven-
tion supervises, plans, and coordinates action against oil pollution
emergencies.162 The Director of the State Pollution Control Au-
thority chairs the Council which consists of representatives from
twenty authorities and institutions. 163 The Council commands op-
erations for combatting pollution and limiting the damage. How-
ever, in extreme cases responsibility may be transferred to the
military.164 The OPPA establishes the Main Centre for Oil Pollu-
tion Prevention to execute the State's responsibilities.165 The
state-owned Centre stocks emergency equipment and assists mu-
nicipalities and the State Pollution Control Authority.166 Second,
the municipal governments are responsible for day-to-day preven-
tion of pollution and for initiating immediate necessary action
within their jurisdiction.167 The OPPA requires each municipality
potentially exposed to oil damage to maintain sufficient personnel
and equipment to combat smaller spills.168 Guidelines for devel-
opment of municipal oil pollution contingency arrangements in all
coastal towns have been established by the Council for Oil Pollu-
tion Prevention. 69 The municipalities retain cleanup responsibil-
ity until it becomes clear that the spill is of such magnitude that
State authorities should take charge. 7 0 Third, the OPPA provides
159. Ministry of Environment, supra note 143, at 5-6.
160. Act No. 6 of 6 March 1970 on Protection Against Damage due to Oil at § 1;
20 INT'L & Comp. L.Q. 564, 577 (1971).
161. Act No. 6 of 6 March 1970 on Protection Against Damage due to Oil at § 2.
162. Ministry of Environment, supra note 143, at 19.
163. Id.
164. Id.
165. Id. at 20.
166. Id.
167. Id. at 18.
168. Act No. 6 of 6 March 1970 on Protection Against Damage due to Oil at § 5;
Ministry of Environment, supra note 143, at 18.
169. Royal Norwegian Ministry of Finance, supra note 135, at 37 app. The
Council is also responsible for directing inter-municipal cooperation. Ministry of
Environment, supra note 143, at 18.
170: Ministry of Environment, supra note 143, at 18.
for government "Headquarters" which assist local authorities and
execute specific government requests.'?'
The Safety Regulations issued pursuant to the Submarine Nat-
ural Resources Act are among the strictest in the world.17 2 Pollu-
tion prevention is emphasized,173 but mishaps are inevitable, and
emergency guidelines are imposed upon all licensees.174 Licen-
sees must maintain "at all times a state of preparedness making it
possible, in the event of an accident or dangerous situation, quick-
ly to bring the situation under control and minimize the damage
.... "175 Each licensee must submit a detailed emergency plan to
the Ministry of Environment for approval.176 A basic requirement
of the plans is that they must be capable of operating in concert
with a national contingency system. 77 Each emergency plan
must include: (1) an organizational scheme delineating each per-
son's area of responsibility; (2) a plan for combat equipment stat-
ing its nature, capacity, location, method of transport and
directions for use; (3) a precise action plan; and (4) a plan for
drilling and training personnel. 7 8 The Regulations require that
the emergency plans utilize the best known technology and
equipment available. 7 9 Should a blow-out occur, responsibility
rests with the licensee to effect immediately the necessary meas-
ures to control and minimize the damage.180 However, the Minis-
try of Environment or other competent authorities may, at their
discretion, wholly or partly take charge of the cleanup opera-
tions.181 The licensee must provide the necessary equipment and
personnel.182 The Government has ordered licensees to purchase
171. 20 IN'L & Comp. L.Q. 564, 577-78 (1971).
172. Horigan, The North Sea, in INTERNATIONAL MINERAL ACQUISrrxON AND OPER-
ATIONS INsTrrUTE 21 (1974).
173. E.g., Section 15 of the Production Safety Regulations, note 158 supra, re-
quires purification of effluents that may contain hydrocarbons or other pollutants
and continuous measurement of the pollutants prior to discharge. Section 17 re-
quires special inspections to insure that nothing is left around the installations or
on the seabed which may endanger marine life. Production Safety Regulations,
supra note 158, at § 17.
174. Drilling Safety Regulations, supra note 158, at §§ 37-47; Production Safety
Regulations, supra note 158, at §§ 38-48.
175. Drilling Safety Regulations, supra note 158, at § 37(a); Production Safety
Regulations, supra note 158, at § 39.
176. Drilling Safety Regulations, supra note 158, at § 38; Production Safety Reg-
ulations, supra note 158, at § 40.
177. Drilling Safety Regulations, supra note 158, at § 39; Production Safety Reg-
ulations, supra note 158, at § 41.
178. Id.
179. Drilling Safety Regulations, supra note 158, at § 41; Production Safety Reg-
ulations, supra note 158, at § 43.
180. Drilling Safety Regulations, supra note 158, at § 42; Production Safety Reg-
ulations, supra note 158, at § 44.
181. Id.
182. Id.
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oil spill equipment capable of handling blow-outs of 8,000 tons of
oil a day under wave conditions of up to 2.5 meters. 183
Research by the Continental Shelf Division of the Norwegian
Council for Industrial and ScientificResearch indicates that oil
spills from central North Sea operations will drift toward Den-
mark and the west coast of Sweden.184 Because of the potential
for transnational oil pollution, cooperation is necessary between
the offshore operators and authorities in all North Sea States. In
addition to close bilateral cooperation with the United Kingdom,
Norway is a party with Denmark, Finland, and Sweden to the Co-
penhagen Agreement concerning Cooperation in Taking Meas-
ures against Pollution of the Sea by Oil.185 Norway is also a party
to the Bonn Agreement for Cooperation in Dealing with Pollution
of the North Sea by Oi186 and the London Convention on Civil Li-
ability for Oil Pollution Damage resulting from Exploration for
and Exploitation of Seabed Mineral Resources.187 Under the Co-
penhagen Agreement, a State detecting oil pollution shall inform
the party State which may be threatened.188 The latter State
"shall investigate the situation" and may request help from other
party States. 8 9 The latter States "shall do what is possible to
render such assistance."19o The parties agree to stockpile equip-
ment and anti-oil materials and to exchange information on
equipment, materials, methodology, regulations, and authori-
ties.191 Finally, States which observe a vessel violating oil pollu-
tion regulations within the waters of the party States must inform
the party State in which the vessel is registered. 192 All parties
must assist in investigation of violations.193
183. Letter from Norwegian Ministry of Environment to Kenneth Roberts (Jan.
7, 1980). In addition, enterprises whose operation entails a risk of oil spill (e.g., re-
fineries) must maintain sufficient combat equipment and personnel for emergen-
cies. Ministry of Environment, supra note 143, at 16.
184. Ministry of Environment, supra note 143, at 12.
185. Done Sept. 16, 1971 (inforce Oct. 16, 1971), reprinted in 2 NEW DIRECTIONS
IN THE LAW OF THE SEA 637 (1973).
186. See notes 80-82 and accompanying text supra.
187. See notes 83-88 and accompanying text supra.
188. Agreement Concerning Cooperation in Taking Measures Against Pollution
of the Sea by Oil, supra note 80, art. 1.
189. Id. art. 2.
190. Id. art. 3.
191. Id. arts. 4, 8.
192. Id. art. 6.
193. Id. art. 7.
Land-Based Pollution
The Storting (Norwegian Parliament) will soon decide upon a
new comprehensive pollution control law194 based on the Water
Pollution Act of 1970,195 the Neighbor's Act of 1961,196 and the Oil
Pollution Prevention Act of 1970.197 The proposed bill covers
water, air, soil, and noise pollution, as well as hazards from solid
waste and toxic chemical disposal.198 The law will require in-
depth assessment of the environmental consequences of all pro-
posed major developments and other activities with substantial
potential for pollution.199 The major factors will include: (1) the
current resource utilization possibilities which the proposed ac-
tion would alter; (2) the probability and type of pollutant con-
cerned; (3) the long and short-term environmental impacts; and
(4) the possible mitigatory recourses.200 The proposal represents
a vast improvement in environmental legislation in Norway. En-
vironmental impact assessment insures more meaningful public
input and consideration of environmental amenities in decision-
making. The law will also provide for pollution emergency plans,
supervision and control, and sanctions for violations.201
The Neighbor's Act of 1961 and the Water Pollution Act of 1970
are based on the principle that a permit is required for any dis-
charge of pollution.202 In addition, the principle of "polluter-pays"
applies to new industry. The costs of environmental protection
are reflected in increased costs for public goods and services pro-
vided to the polluting enterprises. 03 Also for new industry "best
available technology" is generally required for pollution con-
trol.2 0 4
194. Letter from Norwegian Ministry of Environment (Oct. 14, 1978) (on file
with the author).
195. Act No. 75 of 26 June 1970 Relating to the Prevention of Water Pollution,
translated in MNISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT (NoRwAY), SURVEY OF NORWEGIAN PLAN-
NING LEGISLATION AND ORGANIZATION 25 (1975).
196. Act of 16 June 1961 Concerning Legal Relations Between Neighbors, trans-
lated in MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, supra note 195, at 26.
197. Act No. 6 of 6 March 1970 on Protection Against Damage due to Ol; see
text accompanying notes 157, 160-71 supra.




201. Ministry of Environment (Norway), Parliamentary Report No. 44 (1975-76)
on Pollution Control Measures at 11.
202. Id. at 6.
203. Id. The government intends to implement pollution control measures in
older industries by 1984. Id. at 8.
204. Id. at 7. Pollution control measures must be based on the most effective
internationally-known technology; however, there must exist "a reasonable rela-
tion between the expenses incurred and the environmental benefits obtained, as
compared with other reasonable alternatives." Id.
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The Water Pollution Act seeks to protect inland waters and sea
areas against new and existing sources of pollution.205 The Act
imposes a general duty to use "due care in the prevention of pol-
lution" and prohibits pollution discharge without proper authori-
zation.206 The Act defines water pollution as "the introduction
into ground water, watercourses or sea areas-including bed and
shore-of waste, solid objects or other solid substances, sewage
water, impure water, [or] other fluids or gas .... -"207 Water pol-
lution also includes thermal pollution from cooling processes. 208
Pollution problems which may arise from proposed development
are resolved by the authorities under the Building Act of 1965.209
These authorities must cooperate with the State Pollution Control
Authority and Ministry of Environment to ensure compliance
with the Water Pollution Act.210 For problems outside the scope
of the Building Act, the State Pollution Control Authority grants
permits and imposes conditions thereto.211
The Neighbor's Act requires permits for enterprises which can
cause noise or air pollution.212 The Smoke Control Council
passes on all permits, and decisions can be appealed to the Minis-
try of Environment.213 The Act requires public notice and reason-
able time to comment prior to issuance of a permit.214 The
Council may, in the public interest, attach pollution control meas-
ures to the permit.215
On the international level, Norway participated in the Stock-
holm Conference on the Human Environment 216 and subse-
quently adopted, with Finland, Denmark, and Sweden, the
205. Act No. 75 of 26 June 1970 Relating to the Prevention of Water Pollution at
§ 1, translated in M.nUsmy OF ENVIRONMENT, supra note 195, at 25.
206. MsTRY o ENViRONmENT, supra note 195, at 26.
207. Act No. 75 of 26 June 1970 Relating to Prevention of Water Pollution at § 2,
translated in MINISTRY OF ENViRONmENT, supra note 195, at 25.
208. Id.
209. Id. at § 6. See notes 232-36 and accompanying text infra.
210. Act No. 75 of 26 June 1970 Relating to Prevention of Water Pollution at § 6,
translated in MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, supra note 195, at 25.
211. MINIsTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, supra note 195, at 26. Decisions are based on
cost/benefit analysis and can be appealed to the Ministry of Environment. Id.
212. Act of 16 June 1961 Concerning Legal Relations Between Neighbors, trans-
lated in MINISTRY OF ENVIOmENT, supra note 195, at 26.
213. MINIsTRY or ENVIRONMENT, supra note 195, at 26.
214. Act of 16 June 1961 Concerning Legal Relations Between Neighbors, trans-
lated in MINISTRY OF ENViRONMENT, supra note 195, at 26.
215. Id.
216. See notes 45-57 and accompanying text supra.
Convention on the Protection of the Environment.217 While the
Stockholm Conference provides no binding provisions, the Nordic
Convention marks the first international attempt to provide a de-
tailed legal framework for environmental protection. The basic
objective of the Convention is to provide forums for disputes over
transnational environmentally harmful activities.218 The Conven-
tion covers air, water, noise, and thermal pollution. 219 The Con-
vention applies not only to land-based sources, but also to fixed
continental shelf installations.2 2 0 Under Article 3 "any person
who is affected or may be affected by a nuisance caused by envi-
ronmentally harmful activities in another contracting State, may
institute proceedings before the appropriate court or administra-
tive authority of that State as to whether the activity should be
permitted."22 1 When private initiative is inadequate, the ap-
pointed Supervisory Authority in each State asserts national en-
vironmental interests.222
Location of Onshore Facilities
The Norwegian government attaches great importance to envi-
ronmental protection through land use controls.223 Onshore facili-
ties related to production and development of offshore oil harm
the marine environment not only through operational emissions,
but also through utilization of land areas critical to marine eco-
systems.224 The Building Act of 1965,225 the Establishment Con-
trol Act of 1976,226 and the Nature Conservation Act of 1970227
protect environmentally significant areas and prevent extreme
217. Done Feb. 19, 1974 (in force Oct. 5, 1976), reprinted in 13 INT'L LEGAL
MATERIAL S 591 (1974).
218. Id. art. 3.
219. Id. art. 1.
220. Id. arts. 1, 13.
221. Id. art. 3.
222. Id. art. 4.
223. Ministry of Environment, supra note 201, at 7.
224. See notes 137-38 and accompanying text supra. The marine food chain
links Norway's coastal habitats such as wetlands and estuaries to the fish most im-
portant to North Atlantic fisheries. Royal Norwegian Ministry of Finance, supra
note 135, at 30 app. Development can diminish marine productivity in these areas.
Hildreth, supra note 5, at 260.
225. Act of 18 June 1965 Concerning Building, translated in MINmSTRY OF ENVI-
RONmENT, supra note 195, at 7-14.
226. Act No. 5 of 20 February 1976 Relating to Approval for the Development of
Economic Activities and to Guidance in Respect of their Location [hereinafter
cited as Establishment Control Act], translated in REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND
(NORWAY), THE ESTABLISHMENT CONTROL ACT wrrH REGULATIONS PURSUANT TO THE
ACT (1978).
227. Act of 20 June 1970 Relating to Protection of Nature, translated in MiNIs-
TRY OF ENVIRONMENT, supra note 195, at 22-23.
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concentration of polluting enterprises.2 28 In addition, the pro-
posed comprehensive planning law will coordinate land use con-
trols and environmental protection. 229 The proposed bill
disallows "irreversible changes in the use of land and natural re-
sources" without previously approved plans.230 The law will also
incorporate the proposed environmental impact assessment re-
quirements previously discussed.231
The Building Act creates a framework for environmental plan-
ning. The Act is "enabling" legislation which provides a planning
structure through which local governments may regulate land
use.232 The thrust of the Act is coordination of necessary develop-
ment with conservation and environmental needs. 23 3 The Act es-
tablishes municipalities as the main authority for solving critical
planning and development problems.234 The municipalities can
weaken or strengthen the Act by adopt~ig by-laws.2 35 For plan-
ning purposes, municipalities can acquire land through nation-
ally-backed land acquisition bonds and cash loans.236 In addition,
the Expropriation Act of 1959 allows municipalities to seize land
for public purposes within defined situations, 237 and the Conces-
sion Act of 1974 gives municipal governments preemption rights
228. The Shore Planning Act of 1971 would seem significant to controlling on-
shore oil-related development; however, the Act fails to regulate coastal develop-
ment unrelated to recreation or tourism. Act of 10 December 1971 on Planning in
the Shore Area (amended June 7, 1973, to apply to mountain areas), translated in
MINISTRY OF ENVmONmNT, supra note 195, at 19.
229. Letter from Norwegian Ministry of Environment (Oct. 14, 1978) (on file
with the author).
230. Id.
231. Id. See notes 199-200 and accompanying text supra.
232. MINISTRY OF ENVmONMNT, supra note 195, at 5. Under the Act, county
plans act as the coordinating hub for national, municipal, and county interests. As
such, county plans largely determine the allowable scope of exploitation of natural
resources within the respective jurisdictions and direct the principal demographic
and economic developments within the county area. Regional plans coordinate
land use and public facility siting and construction when inter-municipal joint
planning is necessary. General plans indicate the general requirements of munici-
palities, including land use, water supply, and sewage disposal. General plans
have particular impacts on maintenance of health and environmental quality and
management of natural resources. Finally, local plans, guided by general plans,
are prepared for specific areas of proposed development. See MINISTRY OF ENVI-
RONMENT, supra note 195, at 5-13; Royal Norwegian Ministry of Finance, supra note
135, at 86 app.
233. Royal Norwegian Ministry of Finance, supra note 135, at 86 app.
234. MINISTRY OF ENVImONMENT, supra note 195, at 5.
235. Id.
236. Id. at 27.
237. MINISTRY OF ENvmoNMENT, supra note 195, at 28.
over undeveloped land within their jurisdiction.238
The Establishment Control Act of 1976 supercedes two previous
laws pertaining to industrial location.239 Section 1 states:
The purpose of this Act is to develop and disperse economic activities in
conformity with the national resources-and regional policies for the ben-
efit of the community as a whole. Decisions pursuant to the Act shall be
taken on the basis of an overall community evaluation whereby due con-
sideration shall be given inter alia to the development of the country's re-
gions and local communities, a well-balanced economy, the labour market
and the protection of the environment 2 4 0
The Act prescribes two planning schemes: a national scheme for
control of development throughout the country241 and an urban
scheme for control in highly developed municipalities. 242 In ei-
ther case, approval for projects must be granted prior to any pre-
paratory work including excavation, delivery of goods or
performance of services.243
The Establishment Control Act and the regulations issued pur-
238. Act of 31 May 1974 Relating to Concessions and Municipal Preemption
Rights on the Purchase of Real Estate, translated in MINISTRY OF ENV noNIENT,
supra note 195, at 30.
239. Act No. 15 of 20 March 1970 Relating to Guidance on Industrial Location
established a compulsory siting service on manufacturing industries. No restric-
tive' controls were exercised, but the measure set the stage for such controls. Lec-
ture by the Norwegian Minister of Local Government and Labour, Mr. Arne
Nilsen, at the meeting of the OECD Industry Committee, WP/6, in Oslo (June 5,
1978). By 1973, onshore oll-related industries imposed upon the already tight com-
petition for coastal sites. Particularly imposing was the influx of service bases, re-
pair and maintenance yards, and platform fabrication yards. Royal Norwegian
Ministry of Finance, supra note 135, at 85 app. To secure an immediate handle on
the establishment and location of these and other major industries the Storting
passed Provisional Act No. 62 of 14 December 1973 Concerning Consent to Con-
struction of Bases for Petroleum Operations and Major Industrial Projects. The
provisional act required governmental permission prior to major development. Id.
240. Establishment Control Act, supra note 226, at § 1.
241. Under the national scheme:
Unless approved by the King, no one may initiate the following develop-
ment projects in respect of:
1. the development or land-use conversion of an area,
2. the construction, extension, reconstruction or conversion of a building
or plant, if the said area, building or plant shall be utilized for the pur-
pose of economic activities and if the project will require a work input
of at least 100 man-years or an investment exceeding an amount pre-
scribed by regulation by the King, or if the new activity will require a
minimum labour force of 100 employees.
Establishment Control Act, supra note 226, at § 2. Subsequent regulations pre-
scribe a minimum investment of 30 million kroner ($5.7 million). Royal Decree of
21 Sept. 1979.
242. Under the urban scheme: "For such municipalities as the King shall deter-
mine, no one may, without the approval of the King, initiate the construction, ex-
tension, reconstruction or conversion of a building which is to be used for
purposes of economic activity." Establishment Control Act, supra note 226, at § 3.
The urban scheme applies to cities such as Oslo, Stavanger, Bergen, and Bamble.
Royal Decree of 10 December 1976 at § 5, translated in REGIONAL DEvELoPMENT
FUND, supra note 226, at 10.
243. Establishment Control Act, supra note 226, at § 6.
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suant thereto address development projects which provide serv-
ices directly connected with exploration and exploitation of
petroleum. Even if the national scheme would not apply to such
projects because they fail to meet the minimum criteria,244 gov-
ernmental approval is nevertheless required prior to establish-
ment.24 5 Service bases, certain ancillary industries, companies
operating oil rigs or vessels, and even administrative offices must
be approved by either the Ministry of Local Government and La-
bour or the King in council.24 6 Approval is required even where
no construction or conversion occurs and the company merely
utilizes an area, building, or plant for oil-related services. 247 The
Act even extends into Norwegian territorial waters.248 The fjords
provide key link-up sites for platform modules and other ele-
ments of the exploitation process, and approval is required for
every individual operation of this type irrespective of size or in-
vestment.249
The Establishment Control Act provides that the Regional De-
velopment Fund250 shill assist in the preparation of cases falling
under both the national and urban planning schemes and shall
provide location guidance for economic activities.251 The Board of
the Regional Development Fund is empowered to make final deci-
sions on urban scheme permits for premises over 2,000 square
meters.252 The Board also is the appellate agency for decisions of
244. See note 240 supra.
245. Establishment Control Act, supra note 226, at § 2. However, approval is
not required for developments covering less than 2000 square meters nor for build-
ings with gross floor space of less than 200 square meters. Royal Decree of 10 De-
cember 1976 at § 3, translated in REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND, supra note 226, at
9.
246. The Ministry of Local Government and Labour makes decisions when the
gross floor area of the project is less than 1500 square meters. Royal Decree of 10
December 1976 at § 8, translated in Norway, REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND, supra
note 226, at 13.
247. Id. at § 3.
248. Id.
249. Id.
250. The Regional Development Fund was created in 1965 "to promote meas-
ures which will ensure increased, permanent and profitable employment ...
where underdeveloped industrial conditions prevail." Act No. 11 of 18 June 1965 at
§ 1, quoted in Lecture by the Minister of Local Government and Labour, note 239
supra. The Fund provides economic incentives for industries to locate in areas
other than concentrated urban districts. Id.
251. Establishment Control Act, supra note 226, at § 9.
252. Royal Decree of 10 December 1976 at § 8, translated in REGIONAL DEVELOP-
mENT FUND, supra note 226, at 12.
the County Employment and Development Committee, which has
the responsibility for implementing the Establishment Control
Act.253 Thus, the Establishment Control Act aims at insuring co-
ordination between economic planning and land use planning.
The Nature Conservation Act seeks to preserve environmentally
sensitive animal and plant habitats, pristine areas, and land-
scapes. 25 4 The Act protects marshes and estuaries, which sup-
port the marine environment, from oil-related development.
Section 1 declares: "Nature is a national asset which must be pro-
tected. Nature Conservation means the management of natural
resources based on a consideration of the close interdependence
of man and nature, and of the necessity of preserving the quality
for the future."255 The Act disallows "[ilnterference with nature"
except on the basis of long-term plans providing for preservation
of the environment.2 56 Under the Act, pristine or distinctive natu-
ral areas may be preserved as national parks, protected land-
scapes, or nature preserves. 2 57 In other areas "of major
importance to flora and fauna," development, construction, and
pollution can be prohibited.258
CONCLUSION
Immense offshore petroleum reserves challenge the world com-
munity to develop these resources without damaging the marine
environment. Development, transportation, and storage of ex-
tracted hydrocarbons create risks of extensive oil pollution. Off-
shore discharges and construction and operation of onshore oil-
related facilities degrade air and water quality and damage
marine habitats. To minimize environmental harms associated
with offshore exploitation, public international law provides a
framework for global, regional, and national re.'ponse. The Ge-
neva Convention on the Continental Shelf and the currently
evolving law of the sea establish sovereign rights to develop shelf
resources, yet impose upon States the obligation to prevent and
mitigate the harms which accompany such development. The
Stockholm Conference produced specific recommendations for
the global community and represents an important first step to-
ward effective international protection of the living resources and
253. Id. at § 11.
254. Act of 20 June 1970 Relating to Protection of Nature; MINISTRY OF ENVIRON-
MENT, supra note 195, at 22.
255. Act of 20 June 1970 Relating to Protection of Nature at § 1, translated in
MINISTRY OF ENvmomEmNT, supra note 195, at 22-23.
256. Id.
257. Id. at §§ 3, 5-6.
258. Id. at § 9.
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amenities of the sea. In conjunction with the oil pollution conven-
tions, regional agreements develop mechanisms for neighboring
States to cooperate in combatting all forms of marine pollution,
thus demonstrating worldwide recognition that the seas can no
longer be regarded as a fathomless receptacle for whatever pollu-
tion industrial needs generate.
The harmful effects from offshore development necessitate na-
tional response to support the structure created by international
law; inadequate national planning and regulation fosters
proliferous exploitation. The Norwegian experience in the North
Sea can be educational to governments faced with typical
problems presented by exploitable offshore petroleum reserves.
Not only the government's substantive response, but also the fail-
ures therein may prove instructive. The key to Norway's success
is the relation of comprehensive planning to pollution control.
The Building Act and the Establishment Control Act help allevi-
ate development pressures in coastal areas while the pollution
control legislation acts in coordination to prevent environmental
degradation. Generally, best available technology is required for
newly expanded enterprises, and polluting industries are charged
increased prices for public goods and services to compensate for
environmental protection expenditures.
The major gap in Norway's response to offshore oil involves the
absence of specific legislative recognition of the coastal area as a
focal point of industrial and demographic development. Coastal
zones present unique challenges which require direct confronta-
tion. Comprehensive planning should integrate solutions not only
to problems related to use of land but also to those involved in es-
tuarine development, management of marine resources, and the
complex interrelation between land and ocean uses. In addition,
coastal communities require special financial aid to help minimize
or prevent particular burdens imposed by offshore petroleum de-
velopment. Establishment of such a fund would greatly enhance
governmental mitigatory efforts. Norway's proposed comprehen-
sive planning and pollution control laws will bridge a further gap
by incorporating environmental impact assessment and by regu-
lating all forms of pollution. Impact assessment facilitates ade-
quate consideration of previously unquantified environmental
amenities and enables meaningful public input to planning deci-
sions which impact the environment.259 Even if impact assess-
ment is not required for offshore licensing and operation, the
requirement will significantly add to the control of environmental
harm from oil-related facilities and thereby maximize the benefits
from offshore development.
KENNETH G. ROBERTS
259. See generally National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. § 4332
(1976); 35 Fed. Reg. 7391 (1970).
